Abstract. We report serious bugs in floating-point computations for evaluating elementary functions in the Embedded GNU C Library. For instance, the sine function can return values larger than 10 53 in certain rounding modes. Further investigation also exposed faulty implementations in the most recent version of the library, which seemingly fixed some bugs, but only by discarding user-specified rounding-mode requirements. We discuss our experience in how these bugs were spotted and how they affected the implementation process of our SMT solver dReal.
Introduction
We have found floating-point bugs in Linux systems using Embedded GLIBC (EGLIBC) version 2.16 or older. EGLIBC is a variant of the GNU C Library (GLIBC) which is used as the default implementation in many distributions including Debian, Ubuntu, and their variants.
The following C program computes the value of sin(−2.437592) in doubleprecision after setting the rounding direction to upward (+∞). The IEEE754 standard [3] does not specify correct rounding methods on elementary functions such as the exponential, logarithm, and trigonometric functions. Programmers and engineers usually expect the program to print out an approximated value around sin(−2.437592) −0.64727239229 with an "acceptable" amount of error. However, they all should agree that the result be in the range between −1.0 and 1.0, even in the worst case.
However, a surprising result appears if we compile and execute the program in a machine running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (or any system with EGLIBC-2.15).
The output is greater than 10 53 and it should not be a return value of sine function in any sense.
$ gcc exp_bug.c -lm && ./a.out sin(-2.437592)=191561981424936943059347927032148030287313979209416704.00
Here is another C program computing cosh(3.113408) with directed rounding toward +∞. This example is more interesting because it shows different results on Intel and AMD machines, and both of the results have serious problems. $ gcc cosh_bug.c -lm && ./a.out cosh(3.113408) = - 160.191709 Note that cosh(3.113408) 11.2710174432 and both results inf and −160.191709 are simply wrong. Moreover, each of the wrong results has significant implications:
-Intel (inf ): It has a contagious effect in subsequent computations. inf is a special value in the IEEE754 standard which indicates an overflow in a computation. If one of subexpressions is evaluated to inf, then in general the main expression also becomes infinity (+∞ or −∞) or NaN (Not a Number). -AMD (−160.191709): Mathematically, cosh(x) is greater than or equal to 1 for all x ∈ R. As a result, programmers and engineers write algorithms based on the invariant ∀x. 1 ≤ cosh(x). This result, −160.191709, breaks the invariant and could cause an unexpected behavior. sin, cos, tan, acos, asin, atan, cosh, sinh, tanh, exp, log, log10, sqrt.
For each function f , we take 100, 000 random numbers from a subset of function f 's domain. Table 1 shows each function's sampling domain and range. We pick the sampling domain carefully so that the result of the computations can be fit in a double-precision variable. We consider the four rounding modes supported by C99 standard [4] : We run the experiments 1 on two machines -one with Intel Core i7-2600 CPU (8-core, 3.40GHz) and another with AMD Opteron Processor 6134 (32-core, 2.30GHz). Both of them are running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS in which uses EGLIBC-2.15 for the C standard library implementation. We use MPFR-3.1.1 and g++-4.8.1 C++ compiler in the experiments.
The experimental results are summarized in table 2. 1. The implementations of sin, cos, tan, cosh, sinh, tanh and exp functions have severe problems when they are used with the non-default rounding modes (toward ∞, toward −∞, and toward 0). It is also not rare to have the problematic cases in practice. For example, cosh ↑ function gives wrong results almost 50% of cases (49,842 out of 100,000). 2. We have not observed any problem under the default rounding mode (toward nearest representable number). Also the implementations of acos, asin, atan, tanh, log, log 10 , and sqrt functions pass our tests.
Fix in EGLIBC-2.17 and Remaining Problems
In EGLIBC-2.17, they provided a patch for the problem. The following is a part of the new implementation of sine function (IEEE754 double-precision) 2 : 
SET_RESTORE_ROUND_53BIT (FE_TONEAREST);
We find that the patch does not really fix the problem. At line 113, it resets the rounding mode to "round to nearest" and compute the value of sin(x) while ignoring the user-specified rounding mode. We found a case in which the value of sin 
Our Experience with the Bugs
We found the bugs in the Embedded GNU C Library while investigating a problem in our SMT solver, dReal [1] . dReal implements a δ-complete decision procedure for nonlinear arithmetic, and should never return an unsat answer on a satisfiable formula. However, we obtained wrong answers on several simple satisfiable formulas. During debugging, we concluded that the only place that can go wrong is with interval computation in the ICP (Interval Constraint Propagation) engine, Realpaver [2] . Realpaver uses the C standard library functions to change rounding modes and perform interval computations. For instance, the following is the interval implementation of sinh function in realpaver-1.0. To fix the problem, we change the interval computation in Realpaver using FILIB++ [5] , a more reliable interval computation library. However, we remark that unless a floating point library is completely verified, there is always the possibility for obtaining wrong answers. The user should always require dReal to produce a proof of unsatisfiability for unsat answers, and validate it using the proof checker [1] .
Conclusion
We report serious bugs in floating-point computations for evaluating elementary functions in the Embedded GNU C Library. It is not a negligible numerical error but either a significant error (2 20 ULP) or mathematically incorrect result (i.e. sin(x) > 10 53 ) which can trigger severe problems in the following computations. Moreover, the chances of having these results are not rare at all as we have shown in section 2. The current fix does not mitigate the problem but hides it.
